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Editor’s Introduction
Welcome to the tenth edition of the
Checker Cab Club newsletter, now called
FARES.
Free of charge, feel free to print and
distribute and put in your own binder. If
you would like to submit an article or
personal profile regarding you or your,
Checker please feel free to submit all
content to me at the email address on the
right side of this page.

But it means so much more, it means
we’re the Checker club for fun. We’re
the club that is trailblazing Checker
history. We’re the club that’s growing
not declining.
In this issue we’ll present two
articles utilizing the blueprints
donated by the Markin family.

Also in the issue is a full story of the
Checker Ambulance and the personal
So what’s new in this issue? Note the
profile of Lilly Joplin Noonan and her
little circle R next to the name of our club Art-O-Mobile.
name on the cover. The United States of
American recognizes our right to use this
name.
What does it mean? It means our club is
everything great about Checkers

Please enjoy issue: volume 2 issue 5.
Next issue, we’ll showcase the
proposed Checker Model D Airport
Limo and present the X-brace story

Editor: Joe Fay
Drivermatica8@yahoo.com
Owner 1949,1950, 1952,
1957 Checkers
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paint job and the whole thing has rust everywhere
so I figured I’d have fun with it before it rusts into
oblivion….”

Recently on the Facebook Checker Cab Club page
Andy Taylor posted and interesting question. Andy
raised a question: how do Checker owners feel about
people touching their Checkers at cars shows?
Checker Cab Club member Lily Joplin
Noonan responded, “I’m way casual about my
Checker at car shows…. I let people draw on it!”

Lily’s 1967 Checker Marathon is surfaced with
chalkboard paint and she lets people chalk it up.
That right, Lily lets people draw on her
Checker! Based out of San Diego, CA. Lily, a
professional artist has an interesting Checker back
story. Here’s it is, in Lily’s own words…. presenting
the Art-O-Mobile:

According to Lily, “it’s a lot of fun to have the Mighty
Checker done up with chalkboard paint. The California
sun DESTROYED the original
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“I’ve wanted a Checker since I was 12. Yes, 12 years old. I
had a friend who had one and it was an art car. The trunk
was painted with a realistic tiger pattern and the rest of it
was covered with all kinds of paintings and tiny plastic
creatures stuck all over it. This was in Gainesville, FL.
Then I worked as late-night dispatcher for Santa Fe Cab
in Gainesville. Granville Howell, a very cool cat from
somewhere in the Caribbean, had a Checker he used for
the company. Of course, I loved him for that. Then my
friend Andy – his mom bought a brand-new Checker for
their family car. I believe it was an ’81. It was in mint
condition and his mom would let us use it once in a while
to go to concerts and stuff.
Around 2004, I was living in Beaufort, SC. I was board
president of the local arts council and tried to convince the
previous president to donate his car to the Arts Council – it
was the 1967 Checker. He finally agreed after much
negotiation. I had a custom topper made for it that said
Arts Council Beaufort County. I drove it for two years as
board prez then as the executive director.
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But in 2006, I decided to get married and move. I
cried thinking I would no longer be able to drive
the Mighty Checker, a dream car for me.
My charming husband-to-be came to my rescue
and negotiated buying the Checker from the Arts
Council for me!!

I drive it as my daily driver (along with my 69 Caddy
convertible) and it is my car that I take down to
Tijuana, Mexico every week where I am working on
a photography project.
It is, of course, well-known now down in TJ. Even
the cops have drawn on it!

A pack of sandpaper and a quick hand-sanding
then a quart of chalkboard paint and the Mighty
Checker was transformed into Art-O-Mobile!! It
made its debut in Marysville, California at their
annual Peach Festival in the kids area.
What surprised me the most during that first foray
was the huge range of people who wanted to draw
on it!! I knew the kids would, but the ADULTS!!
All ages, races, and types! Even a little tiny
grandma in her wheelchair stood up and went over
and drew a tiny little horse on the door….
amazing!
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I’ve also had an internationally known chalk artist chalk it
up in San Diego – Cecelia Linayao – she did the hood.”
All we can say is, what better way to expand the minds of
young children and adults while combining two great
passions: Art and Checkers
Please check out Lily’s Facebook page for the Art-OMoble https://www.facebook.com/americalifornia/
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Checker Ambulances, Adaptobile to
the Medicar
In 1954 the New York City taxicab market, a long
time Checker stronghold was under attack by The
Big Three. The Big Three lobbied the NYC Taxicab
Commission to change the rules so Ford, Chevy and
Pylmouth could now offer cheaper non purpose built
taxis to licensed taxicab drivers and fleets. Prior to
1954, NYC required all taxicabs to sit on a long
wheelbase and offer 8 passenger car
comfort. Morris Markin, CEO of Checker now had a
major challenge ahead of him, the challenges in the
taxicab industry required rapid changes to the
automobiles offered by Checker in order to be more
competitive.
Markin had to redesign the famous Checker taxicab
and also enter other markets in order to maintain a
profitable production volume of 5000 cars a year in
the small Checker plant in Kalamazoo. In 1956
Checker would dabble in the consumer car market.

in 1957 Checker introduced the Adaptobile, based
on a standard Checker, but with various features
and functions that would allow the Checker to be
uses as an Ambulance or mini bus. Seats could be
removed to allow patient transportation.

According to the brochure, the Adaptobile could serve as a convalescent’s car perfect for nursing homes or
hospitals. The brochure states that the Adaptobile can be easily converted into a convalescents car easily and
quickly, so easy in fact “even an a women can do it a matter of minutes thanks to the lightness and engineering
design of parts”.
Equipped with ramps, the Adaptobile had the capabilities to allow for a wheel chair or stretcher to be loaded and
clamped down to the linoleum floors. The ramps weighs only 4 LBS each which explains why women could easily
convert the Checker to ambulance mode. As with any Checker, flat floors and extra wide doors enhanced
Checker ability to serve patients.

The Checker body was not enhanced in any way but
multiple interior configurations set the Adaptobile
apart from standard Checkers. The driver sat in a
bucket seat. That bucket seat could flip forward to
allow for stretcher loading. The rear seat was split in
two. Each cushion could be removed for the addition
of a table or added head space to allow the patient to
lay flat on a stretcher.
It’s unclear how long the Adaptobile name was used but
Checker would continue to offer the standard wheelchair
car for another 12 years before big changes would be
made in the convalescence car business later in the 60’s.
Second Generation, The Standard Wheelchair Car
In the early 60’s Checker rapidly introduced many new
specialty models as the company started to explore
markets beyond the taxicab trade. Some of these
specialty cars included: the A12W wagon, six and eight
door Aerobus and the Town Custom Limo.

Photo above, in the 1970's Tom Polrbear owned 3 Checkers
at different times an A12E wheelchair cab #110 which went
to boneyard high mileage and rust, a A12E wheelchair cab
which was sold to a small local cab company and lastly his
favorite a A11 with the wheelchair door hinges #54

In 1962 Checker introduced the A12E the “E” stands
for extended wheelbase. The extended wheelbase
limo version of the Marathon was built for the high
end professional car market.
The new platform allowed the Checker to upgrade
the convalescence car. Checker would migrate the
wheelchair car to the A12e chassis. This switch to
the longer platform allowed for the use of the longer
A12e rear doors. In addition to the longer
wheelbase, the convalescence car no longer used
the two four pounds ramps. A switch was made to
one single ramp.

The wheel chair car now road on a 129 inch wheelbase
up from the standard Checker A12 120 inches. Like the
Adaptobile, the wheel chair car was equipped with a
driver bucket seat, flat floors and floor wells to secure a
wheel chair. Doors were modified significantly, with rear
doors that could swing out 129 degrees
Medi Car Features

Third Generation, The Medicar
In 1969 Checker introduced its final incarnation of a
combination convalescences/ambulance the high end
Medicar. The Medicar was essentially an A12e wheelchair
car with a high raised roof. Like the Wheelchair Car, the
Medicar sported rear doors that could be swung out 129
degrees for far easier entry and exit, clearly a very
important feature for stretcher entry. Door openings were
higher for improved entry in the Checker.
A truly flexible car, stored in the trunk were additional
jump seats. This allowed the Medicar to be placed into
limo service. Truly convertible by day the Medicar could
serve nursing homes with wheelchair bound patients, by
night the Medicar could serve as a highend limo!

The Medicar were assembled off the production line in a
separate section of plant 3, the same building that
assembled the Checker Aerobus. The raise roof truly
represented handcrafted metal work, the roof

truly represented handcrafted metal work, the roof was
assembled in three separate sections by craftsmen. Each
section was hand crafted by two metal fabricators. Using
sandbags each section was hammered by very talented
metal workers. When assembled, the Medicar was
equipped with a vinyl roof. The use of vinyl roofs on limos
or other hand crafted automobiles is typically done to hide
imperfections in the metal work caused by hand
fabrication. It’s highly likely that Checker used vinyl for the
same reason on finished Medicars.

Within the Kalamazoo plant the Medicar was affectionately called
the Guppy. The nickname was based on the similarities of the
NASA modified Boeing 377 Stratocruiser: the Pregnant Guppy
cargo plane introduced in 1962.
Over three generations Checker appeared to have perfected the
convalescence car. In 1969, an advertisement from Checker’s
New York zone office introduced the Medicar to the New York
market. Additionally this same advertisement indicated that the
Standard Wheelchair Car was still available. Checker now had
two convalescence/ambulances to offer in the marketplace.
On March 4th 1971 CMC Engineering Memo number 293 was issued,
subject Medicar. The first sentence made it very clear “At the request of
management, the above listed options will be discontinued after a total
of 100 ambulance conversions with raised roof have been built”, so just
100 units were made between 1969 and 1971. Checker shut down
Medicar production. It can also be assumed the Standard Wheelchair
Car was no longer produced as it would utilized many of the
components listed in memo 293.

The Medicar was very unique, it was essentially a high end
ambulance limo. Built in a side shop off the Checker
assembly line, it was not a mass produced car. The Medicar
represented the last hand built Checker comparable to the
handmade Checker bodies produced by Checker in the
1920’s. It was the end of an era for Checker.

In the early sixties CMC executive Marvin
Winkoff pitched the idea of a Checker
ambulance based on a A12W6

The Mysterious Checker Model A14 &
Vertical Headlamps
Quoting Erick Ayapana from the Motor Trend article, 15
Cars with The Most Beautiful Lights: “For some cars,
lights not only illuminate the road ahead but also serve
as a distinctive styling element that can sometimes be
the most interesting part of a car’s overall
design”. Now based on that quote why would we ever
be discussing this in a Checker newsletter, the classic
Checker’s four quad round headlamps are anything but
spectacular?

The Checker Model A14 could have changed our
perception of Checker headlamps.
Little is known of the project, but in 1965 Checker
Motor Corporation worked on a design of a new
Checker, the Checker Model A14. The numerical
model name was based on the pattern Checker
established in 1947 with the introduction of Model A2,
the Model A14 would replace the A12 Checker
Marathon.

.
Chris Markin recently donated 75 CMC blueprints
from the design drawing boards of Checker to the
Checker Cab Club. Spanning a period of 1946
through 1976, the blueprints have yielded a
number of surprises. Probably the most
interesting is Blueprint Number 649000 Layout
Grill & Bumper Scale Full size Model A14 dated
1965. In all the years of collecting Checkers and
Checker documentation, this is the first time this
writer has ever heard of the Model A14.

So what does the blueprints
present? In fullsize scale: the grille,
headlight and various bumper
configurations are depicted. The
drawing depict a full front view as well
as a side view of the proposed new
Checker.
Based on the metrics, it’s clear that the
A12 would have been reskinned on the
outside, but the A14 would use the old
A9 infrastructure. It’s also is clear that
Checker was going to use styling cues
to update the Checker with mid 1960’s
American automotive styling trends,
hense the quote above from Erick
Ayapana, The Model A14 would utilize
vertical headlights consistent with new
car styling for 1965. Based on the
rendering developed by the Checker
Cab Club, it’s safe to say that the A14
would not make the Motor Trend list.

In 1965 the Big Three offered automobiles with vertical headlights. Chrysler and Ford bread and butter cars,
the Ford Galaxie and Plymouth Fury were offered with vertical headlights. At GM the high-end cars the
Cadillac and Pontiac were styled with vertical headlamps. Even AMC offered vertical headlights on the
Ambassador, pretty much everybody was in the vertical headlamp game.
The Checker Model A12 had its routes in the original 1956 Checker Model A8. Blueprints recently donated
to the Checker Cab Club indicate that the Model A8 was on the drawing boards of Checker in
1954. Essentially the proposed Checker Model A14 was a 1954 car with 1965 styling. Using the magic of
computer graphics we were able to develop an artistic rendering of the proposed Checker Model A14.

Bottom line it didn’t work. By 1965 most major
American cars were longer and lower than the
Checker, grafting 65 styling on a high, short and
narrow Checker just was not complimentary. The
core issue with the Checker Model A14 is that there
is a major gap between the vertical headlamps
which makes the overall appearance look
awkward. The resulting car looks exactly like a
1950’s car with 1960’s styling grafted on to it,
nothing more, nothing less.
We have only seen the frontend, one can only guess
what the rest of the car would look like if
produced. We do have a historical reference point,
the 1953 Willy Aero. In 1963 Milwaukee based
automotive designer Brooks Stevens took on the
task of redesigning the Aero for its South American
market. The result was, like the potential Model
A14, a 1950’s car with 1960 styling, but Steven’s
seem to successfully pull it off.

The Aero was successfully produced until 1971, the restyling worked in South American. In a style
conscious US car market, it’s unclear if the Aero would have been successful in the US market. Stevens
was also successful in redesigning the 1956 Studebaker Hawk as the revised 1962 Hawk, again adding 60’s
styling to a 50’s car. Many of the same themes used on the Aero were also used on the Hawk. The
resulting 1962-64 Hawk is striking. Perhaps Steven’s work at Willy and Studebaker were the inspiration for
the Model A14?

It’s not clear whether the A14 ever made it to the clay model stage. In the end Checker, decided not to
produce the A14 and for many of us Checker fans it was probably a good thing. Had CMC modernized in
the mid 60’s, we would never have the interest factor of a 50’s car being made into 1982.

New Members
Right, Ryan Scholl
Columbia County, PA
Far Right,
Chris Richart, Key Largo,
Florida

The Transit Bus From Ford to Checker
Jim Hinkley the author of Checker Cab Co, Photo
History wrote regarding Checker “the development and
subsequent production of buses is filled with
conjecture, holes and conflicting information”. Oh boy
was he right. Pulling together much information
including Jim’s material too, we hope this blog clears
up the murky history of Checker Cab Manufacturing’s
role in the transit bus market.
The Transit Bus was a small bus produced by
Ford from 1936 to 1947. The first series bus
introduced in 1936 was equipped with a standard of the
day front engine configuration. The second series
would be introduce in fall of 1939 with a major change
in design.

For the second series, Ford would switch the to a rearengine configuration. the redesign of the Transit Bus as
a rear-engine model would improve performance
through better weight distribution. At the same time,
the redesign used a new larger V-8 engine: a 95hp,

engine. The standard, two-door version had 27
passenger seating capacity. Ford would also
consolidate the body suppliers too, now bodies were
now solely supplied by the Union City Body Company.

The Transit Bus was a small bus produced by Ford from 1936
to 1947. The first series bus introduced in 1936 was equipped
with a standard of the day front engine configuration. The
second series would be introduce in fall of 1939 with a major
change in design.
For the second series, Ford would switch the to a rearengine configuration. the redesign of the Transit Bus as a rearengine model would improve performance through better
weight distribution. At the same time, the redesign used a new
larger V-8 engine: a 95hp, 239-cubic-inch engine. The
standard, two-door version had 27 passenger seating capacity.
Ford would also consolidate the body suppliers too, now
bodies were now solely supplied by the Union City Body
Company.

With the new Ford bus came new agreements between the
various parties involved with the production and distribution of
the Ford Transit Bus. Unfortunately for Union City Body
discussions with Transit Buses Inc. over the distribution and
production of the new bus reached an impasse.

Ford Motors announced on Oct 6, 1947 that Ford
would designate Metropolitan Motor Coaches, Inc.
as the new distributor of the model
8MB. Additionally the bus would be built by Wayne
Works a major blow for Transit Bus Inc. and Union
City Body.
Union City would lose a significant amount of Ford
subcontracting production work. Transit Bus Inc.
would not a bus to sell in its national sales network.
Both companies had a major problem, they had
nothing to sell or produce. Transit Buses Inc. made
a major decision to offer a new bus to compete
head to head with the Ford 8MB.
Union City would build a modified version of the old
Transit Bus. The new bus received a new updated
front end design. Transit Bus Inc. would need a
new partner to build the chassis and power plant. A
new manufacturing partners were needed.

Checker Cab Manufacturing, a big time player in
the third party automotive business was selected to
produce the chassis. Continental would supply
a gas engine mounted crosswise in the rear end of
the Checker chassis.

According to an article from the Kalamazoo Gazette dated May 28th 1948, Checker had entered an
agreement with Transit Bus Inc. to produce 1000 chassis’. The paper went on to report that 125 chassis’
had been delivered and that the remainder of the 1000 chassis order would be filled by the end of 1948.
What is still unclear is how much initial design work was performed by Checker Cab Manufacturing. Also
unclear is what was included with the chassis provided by Checker, did Checker provide a chassis, including
the Continental engine? In 1948 Checker did sell a chassis/engine/cowl commercial taxicab assemblies to
custom body makers, did CCM provide a similar chassis/engine/floor bus kit to Transit Bus Inc.? The
Checker Cab Club archive contains bus blueprints for the Transit Bus dated as early as June 22nd 1948
drafted by Checker.

At this point in time, the Transit Bus was no longer a Ford,
with its Union body, Checker chassis and Continental engine
no major components were supplied by Ford. The new
Transit Bus would be designated the Transit Bus Model
81. The first Transit Bus Model 81 was produced in March of
1948 two months prior to the CCM announcement.
Now two former partners: Ford and Transit Bus Inc. were
competitors. Meanwhile at Ford the startup of production and
distribution of the new 8MB small bus was delayed by major
problems at Wayne. A strike at the Wayne Works plant in late
1948 slowed production and distribution.
The Wayne strike caused major problems for Ford. In
Summer of 1948, the Dept. of Street Railways purchased
ten pilot Ford Model 8MB 27-passenger buses as well as ten
Transit Bus Model 81, 31 passenger buses for trial testing.
After comparing the pilot Ford 8MB’s and Transit Buses Model
81’s, the Dept. of Street Railways had no choice but to place
its coach order with Transit Bus Inc. due to the strike at
Wayne Works which prevented Ford from bidding on the
Detroit Dept. of Street Railway’s 300-unit bus order.

The problems at Ford and Wayne were a lucky
break for Transit Bus Inc. This allowed Transit
Buses, Inc. to obtain a beach-head in
Detroit. Additionally orders were placed in smaller
regional markets. Markets where the operator
required less than 10 buses per order. By 1948
Transit Bus delivered 130 more buses. However,
the additional bus sales were fragmented as
relatively small orders, No big orders outside of
Detroit were coming in, this was should have been
a major indicator that market for smaller buses
was shrinking.
In previous year 1947 Ford produced and
delivered over 2200 Ford Transit buses and had
projected comparable numbers for 1948. Only
363 Ford 8MB’s and 130+ Transit Buses were
delivered by both companies for 1948 as the
markets desire for smaller buses appeared to be
shifting for larger buses. The Transit Bus Inc.
chassis order for 1000 chassis produced by
Checker would fall far short of expectations.

In the early post war years the great American
experience was transforming the way American
were moving. Americans were enjoying unequal
prosperity as the economy expanded. Demand for
automobiles was on the rise. Suburbia was in its
early stage of development. Families were not
only buying their first car, many were buying their
second car and abandoning public transportation
altogether. In rural areas, areas that traditionally
used smaller buses also saw a shift in the
demand due to increase auto usage.

The players in the market was changing too, GMC free from wartime restrictions began to build large and
small buses, some the TGH 2708 and TGH 3101, were the size of the Transit Buses.
Transit Buses Inc. delivered 370 buses, both model 81 and 91, in 1949, the majority, went to City of Detroit,
Dept. of Street Railways. The lack of major orders as compared to the Ford years, put a severe crimp in the
company’s finances. A decision was made to sell the company.
The purchaser was Checker Cab Manufacturing, the producer of the chassis for Transit Buses Inc. The sale
took place in December of 1949. A report on January 23, 1950 in the Kalamazoo Gazette announce the sale
of Transit Bus to CCM. In the item it was reported that the Kalamazoo firm would move the body
manufacturing operations to
Kalamazoo. No buses were
produced for 11 months while
production facilities were moved to
Checker’s Kalamazoo plant.
At this point Transit Buses Inc.
became a subsidiary of Checker
Cab Manufacturing. The Transit
bus once a product of Ford was
now a Checker product.

The players in the market was changing too, GMC free from wartime restrictions began to build large and
small buses, some the TGH 2708 and TGH 3101, were the size of the Transit Buses. Transit Buses Inc.
delivered 370 buses, both model 81 and 91, in 1949, the majority, went to City of Detroit, Dept. of Street
Railways. The lack of major orders as compared to the Ford years, put a severe crimp in the company’s
finances. A decision was made to sell the company. The purchaser was Checker Cab Manufacturing, the
producer of the chassis for Transit Buses Inc. The sale took place in December of 1949.
A report on January 23, 1950 in the Kalamazoo Gazette announce the sale of Transit Bus to CCM. In the
item it was reported that the Kalamazoo firm would move the body manufacturing operations to
Kalamazoo. No buses were produced for 11 months while production facilities were moved to Checker’s
Kalamazoo plant. At this point Transit Buses Inc. became a subsidiary of Checker Cab Manufacturing.
The Transit bus once a product of Ford was now a Checker product. Union Body would exit the bus
business altogether and focus largely on the
walk-thru van business. Over the next fifty
years Union City would continue to service the
commercial van market, the company would
eventually be absorbed in the Utilimaster
Corporation in 2005.
From a branding perspective it was important
to retain that name “Transit Bus’ as it was a
well known name in the industry.

As production was shifting to Kalamazoo,
Checker would also develop other design
changes for the bus. The changes
resulted in the Model E, it was offered in
various sub models 01, 02, 04 and 05, all
variations of the Model E design.
Design changes would be performed by
the Checker automotive dynamic duo:
Herbert Snow of Auburn-CordDuesenberg fame teamed with Raymond
Dietrich legendary automotive
designer. Dietrich would smooth down
the exterior design and Snow would
introduced new power options.
A total of 450 Transit Bus model E buses
were delivered between 1951 and 1953
to the City of Detroit, Department of
Street Railways. This was to be the last
order of

small buses for Detroit, as policy changes dictated the purchase of larger capacity buses. Transit Buses Inc. produced
another 50 or so buses for small market operators in 1953, but the need for small transit buses had all but disappeared.
Checker surely was aware that the small bus market was shrinking. So what could Checker do? Either seriously get into
the big bus business or shut down bus operations altogether.
Getting into the big bus business would be a challenge. Over a seven year period, Transit Bus Inc. never filled a significant
number bus orders other than the Detroit orders. Since 1950, Detroit represented 90% of all Checker bus sales.
Beyond Detroit’s 90% buyer share, 10% of bus sales came from 22 different fragmented agencies in seven states. Where
could CCM focus their energies to rebuild the bus business?

Outside of Detroit, Checker’s were sold in small lots to small bus operators in the New York tri-state area, essentially
Checker only had one really big customer Detroit, who quite frankly was no longer buying small buses. The national
distribution network was really just serving three markets: Detroit, the New York tri-state area and Florida.
If Checker were to build bigger buses, they would have to address other significant challenges. With respect to
Detroit, after WW-II, the Dept. Street Railway purchased hundreds of buses from seven different manufacturers. Beside
Transit Bus, the Dept. Street Railway would purchase buses from GM Coach, White Motors, Ford, Twin Coach and
Mack. Checker would have to face more competition.
Now that that CCM’s largest customer was no longer buying small buses, Checker would have to compete with no less
the four other companies (GMC, Mack, White Motors and Twin Coach) in the big bus market for Detroit business alone, a
market where in the past Transit Buses Inc. had only competed against Ford. So to be successful Checker would have to
design and build a bigger bus, find more customers beside Dept. Street Railway, further penetrate Dept. Street Railway
and cut into six other competitor’s bus market share, that would clearly be a tall order.

Checker eventually did make the decision to get into
the big bus business and face every challenge. Herb
Snow would have to expand power plants beyond the
Continental engine to power a big buses. For 1954
Transit Buses would offer buses equipped with a
LeRoi gasoline engine mounted in the rear.
LeRoi engines were quite popular within for industrial
and farming applications dating back as far as 1917.
The option of using a LeRoi engine, produced in
Milwaukee, would allow for greater horsepower
beyond the Continental. The engines would have the
power to move the new buses with longer chassis,
wheelbase and weight.
In 1954 Checker’s bus offerings putting them squarely
in the big bus business. Checker offered now offered
both big and small transit buses.
SMALL BUSES
#328: A redesigned Transit Bus with standee windows
and a cleaner body; seating 28, the bus was 28 feet
long,

equipped with a gas Continental engine mounted in
the rear.
Model #332: Offered features of the #328, seated
32, and had a length of 30’ 4”.
Model #334s: Offered features of the #332, but was
a suburban bus, with one door, seating 34
Model #334: A redesigned transit bus, with standee
windows and a cleaner body design, 35 feet long

LeRoi gasoline engine mounted in the rear. Single seating on
one side reduced capacity to 34.
BIG BUSES
Model #340: Offered the features of the #334, but was
offered as a suburban model, with seating for 42.
Model #342s: Offered features of the #340, but was offered
as a suburban model, with seating for 42
Several demos were built and tested for 1954, but only one
or two were ever used in service. Several big buses were
produced, but it was too late. CCM decided to exit the bus
business completely. Not having any contracts to build
1954 new buses Checker first attempt to expand business
beyond taxicabs was shuttered. Clearly the multiple
challenges were insurmountable for Checker to attack and
win and so ended the Checker Cab and Transit Bus Inc. bus
venture.
Just seven years later Checker would venture into a new bus
business and introduce the Aerobus. The plucky little
Kalamazoo auto manufacturer would not be kept down.

SORUCES
Special thanks for all those who helped and
provide content and pictures for the blog
The Motor Coach Society
Detroit Transit History Checker Cab Co.
Photo History by Jim Hinkley Iconografix

Classifieds Ads: Current For Sale Nov 5th 2016

Seller’s Description:CI V8 turbo 400 automatic. Fact A/C , power
steering, power disc brakes, CSX suffix code designates 1973
350/245 H.P. V8 appears original, showing just 81,090 miles, &
drives flawlessly. This sturdy survivor was born in Kalamazoo Mich.
with a heritage dating back to 1923. Checkers claim to fame was its
tough big city taxi cab background. This well maintained example
appears to be privately owned & driven. Original & never patched
floor & trunk pans are a testament to the car's western past. Truly
unique & deserving of its place of importance in automotive history &
American built durability, with the last one built July 1982. When did
you last see one?

Auto Gallery Colorado Colorado Springs, CO $15,600.00

Ok I have too many cars and not enough parking. the fort
cab is up for grabs. I have 5 grand in it and for 5 grand
you own it and the parts that come with it. its not perfect
but is rare let me know. It's one of 47 of the a11 e and
from what I was told. One of 3 left of the 82 e models
runs drives and stops. Has ac needs to be charged or
replaced I have three doors and a under dash unit, door
hinges for the rear doors, and a new side stripe kit that
goes with it. 5000 firm
Daniel Smith Checker Cab Club Facebook Member
31

Classifieds Ads: Current For Sale Nov 5th 2016

1969 Checker Marathon Wagon with 46,000 original
Mile. This Checker was bought new for a School
teacher. I was told that the engine was rebuild(327)
but do not have any paper work. The main rust on the
driver floorboard I had professionally redone. The
original color was blue. There is still rust on the rear
fenders, rocker panels, and

12518 CARS FOR SALE | VISIT OUR WEBSITE
6576 E 34 road
Cadillac, MI 49601

1973 Checker Marathon. This vehicle has been in the same family since it was brand
new in 1973 purchased in Long Island. Shortly after that it was driven down South and
its been there ever since. The car has 29k original miles and runs and drives amazing.
Body is overall in great shape its the perfect car to hop in with your wife and kids and
take a drive . Its won many trophies, it has the original 350 small block in it that doesnt
have one drip of fluid on it. Interior is in flawless shape if youre not familiar with these
cars youll be mind blown how roomy the backseat is. Perfect headliner perfect seats
perfect dash. Its a very enjoyable ride and very reliable as well. Has some blemishes on
the body from age but its a beautiful car and has been very well taken care of its entire
life. It is rare especially down here and in this type of shape. The only rust is on the
driver and passenger side fenders.

Classifieds Ads: Parts from our Facebook friends
officially available and less $ than originally
anticipated! Set of 6 $20, second sets $12, individual
$4. All free shipping.
PM me I take
PayPal paypal.me/MThomas773 personal check,
coins, and gold.

Bill Beurkens has decals for sale. I had these made for
vehicles made by the Checker Motors Corporation, a
now defunct company. These are the same exact size
and shape as the original chromed pot metal badges.
$5 for CHECKER and $8 for the CHECKER Marathon.
Shipped FREE. These come on application tape to help
you install them in alignment.
Available in silver, black, chrome-look (I have these on
my car)
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Checker aficionados Ben Merkel and Joe Fay give us the low-down on the historic
models and many of its limousine and private car variants, in the USA and in other
parts of the world. Checker - the All-American Taxi features: The background history of
the company yOn-street pictures of Checker cabs in service across the USA and
overseas. Pictures of rare limousine, Aerobus, private and medical versions. The Galva
projects - new generation Checker models that were never put into production Fully
informative captions. Short Description. Nothing portrays the American taxicab like the
classic Checker. Even though it has been out of service for many years, it is still in
demand by film and TV programme makers. This richly-illustrated book focusses on the
history of the most famous models, the A-8 to the A-11 and many of its limousine and
private car variants. Illustrated with archive shots, posed photographs and on-street
images.

Available at http://www.earlswoodpress.co.uk/

Newsletter End Featured Checker: William Crawford
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9331 Johnell Road
Chatsworth, CA 91311
818-999-1485
sales@checkerparts.com
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NOS, Reproduction and
Used Checker Parts
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and Aerobus

